or sublimating (solid to vapor) ice particles with smooth curving sides and edges. Since climate warming is now predicted to be largest in the Arctic, and cloud properties significantly affect the radiation balance, it will be necessary to consider the effects of non-pristine ice particle habits in such calculations and predictions.
Introduction
Ice crystals found globally in cirrus and stratus cloud layers influence the earth's radiation balance. These crystals both increase the back scatter of solar radiation and absorb and emit thermal radiation from the land or ocean surface, the atmosphere and clouds beneath [Curry et [Liou and Takano, 1994] . The influence of clouds on climate is strongly affected by the value of the asymmetry parameter of the cloud particle phase function [Stephens et al., 1990] . The asymmetry parameter for irregularly shaped ice particles is significantly different from hexagonal plates and columns . Early simplistic approaches used crystal shapes that were elliptical, cigar or oblate spheroid, approximating ice columns or plates respectively. The sense of earlier work is that the habit (axial ratio 'c' compared with 'a' axis direction for hexagonal ice crystals) is related primarily to temperature, [Nakaya, 1954; Kobayashi, 1958 We must know how often non-ideal shapes occur, if we are to make calculations with larger scale models for determining the effect of ice or mixed phase clouds on our overall radiation budget. Similarly knowledge of particle fall velocity is important in assessing the persistence of the ice cloud and the evolution of its overall optical depth. Retrieval of cloud parameters from remote sensing devices and accurate calculations of precipitation growth also require precise knowledge about ice particle habits. The use of the wrong particle shape in satellite retrievals of cloud optical thickness may result in an underestimation or overestimation of the optical thickness of clouds by a factor that can exceed three [Mishchenko et al., 1996] . In calculating the mass of precipitation, the wrong use of ice particle shape may give an error in a particle mass by a factor of 15 [Mason, 1994] . A major result of this study is that pristine ice is a rare phenomenon in Arctic clouds. The majority of ice particles (97%) were found to have an irregular shape and only 3% were pristine. Table 1 presents the length of the clouds studied, the total number of analyzed ice particles, and the percentage of pristine ice for five different temperature intervals between 0øC and -45øC. The relative concentration of pristine ice in average increases from 0.7% to 8.4% as the temperature decreases. The relative concentration of pristine ice in clouds was found to be non-uniform and it may reach up to 50% to 80% in some cloud zones over distances of several kilometers or more.
Instrumentation
Solid or hollow hexagonal prisms with six or three fold symmetry (Figure 1 (N ø 3,13,18,22-31) ) can generally represent pristine ice in Arctic clouds. In addition, trigonal prisms (Figure 1 (N ø 4,34) ) or hexagonal prisms with two fold symmetry were observed (Figure 1 (N ø 16,17,19-21,32) ). The ratio of pristine columns (a/c>l) (Figure l a) Two different types can characterize the irregularly shaped ice particles. The first type is a faceted polycrystalline particle consisting of combinations of different ice crystals habit (i.e. plates, columns) growing in a different directions (Figure 2a) . The second type is ice particles with smooth curving sides and edges (Figure 2c ). This type of particle frequently has potato-like shape indicating that these particles are the result of sublimation (solid to vapor) [Orltay and Hallett, 1989] (Figure 2c) . In many cases, the habits of irregular ice particles fall in an intermediate category between the first and second types (Figure 2b) . Observations show that sublimating ice may occupy a significant region. Hobbs and Farber [1972] examined many thousands of ice particles collected at the ground, and on aircraft, using replicator techniques and concluded that 50% were ice fragments. Very few of the non-pristine crystals observed in our study appeared to be fragments.
The analysis of particle sizes and habits showed that irregularly shaped particles are evenly distributed in all size categories, including small particles. This. fact makes it possible to draw another important conclusion that an ice particle keeps an irregular shape during its growth starting 
